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Consider the class of linear models (with uncorrelated observation, each having 
variance a2), in which it is known that at most k (location) parameters are 
negligible, but it is not known which are negligible. The probiem is to identify the 
nonnegligible parameters. In this paper, for k = 1, and under certain restrictions on 
the model, a technique is developed for solving this problem, which has the feature 
of requiring (in an information theoretic sense) the minimum amount of com- 
putation. (It can “search through” 2” objects, using m “steps.“) The technique con- 
sists of dichotomizing the set of parameters (one known subset possibly containing 
the nonnegligible element, and the other not), using chi-square variables. A method 
for computing the probability that the correct parameter is identified, is presented, 
and an important application to factorial search designs is established. 0 1985 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the model given by 
y=A[+e, E(e) = O,, , V(e) = a2z,, (1-l) 
where Y(N x 1) is a vector of observations, e(N x 1) is the error vector, A is 
a known matrix, cr2 is a known’or unknown constant, and where the vector 
&v x 1) consists of fixed parameters which are negligible, except for a set of 
at most k elements, where k is a known positive integer, but the set of the 
(at most) k nonnegligible effects is unidentified. (Also, throughout, 0,” will 
stand for a (U x v) zero-matrix, .Z,, for a (U x u) matrix with 1 everywhere, 
and Z, for a (U x U) identity matrix, and E and V, respectively, for “Expec- 
tation” and “Variance.“) 
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The model (1.1) is, of course, a linear model; however, when (k = v), it is 
usually called the “Generalized Linear Model with Fixed Effects.” (See, for 
example, Bose Cl].) Generalizations when V(e) has more complex struc- 
ture have been abundantly treated in the literature. (See, for example, 
Rao [9].) But, in all such cases, the condition (k = v) holds, which 
necessitates the condition (NB v), in case all nonnegligible location 
parameters are of interest. On the other hand, the case when k is much 
smaller than v also arises frequently in partice. This was considered in 
Srivastava [ll], where it was shown that in this case we need only have 
(N > min( v, 2k)). Thus, the set-up at (1.1) represents a special kind of 
linear model. In such a set-up we have the extra information that the num- 
ber of nonnegligible parameters is at most k. Under this extra information, 
we have to “identify” (or “determine” or “search”) the nonnegligible effects. 
Studies, both on design problems and on inference problems, have been 
made under this set-up. The references listed at the end supply some of the 
available information on such studies. 
This paper is concerned with a powerful new approach to the problem of 
identifying the nonnegligible parameters. The chief benefit of this approach 
is that the “amount of computation” required under this procedure is only 
a logarithm of the amount under other procedures. 
In Srivastava [ll, 121, it was shown that a necessary condition that the 
k nonnegligible parameters under (1.1) can be identified is that we have 
Rank(&) = 2k, (1.2) 
for every (Nx 2k) submatrix A, inside A. Note that (1.2) implies 
N>2k. (1.3) 
Throughout this paper, we shall assume that (1.2) and (1.3) hold, and also 
that the random vector e(N x 1) has a normal distribution. Now, let k(‘) 
(i = 1,2,..., (;) denote the (;) distinct (k x 1) subvectors of 4. From (1.1 ), it 
is clear that the columns of A correspond one to one with the elements of 5. 
Let A(‘) (i= 1, 2,..., (l) denote the (N x k) submatrices of A whose columns 
correspond, respectively, to the elements of &(‘I. Then, the set-up (1.1) 
implies that for some i, the model given by 
y = Aq(‘) + e (l-4) 
is true. The “search” problem (i.e., the problem of identifying the non- 
negligible parameters) is then equivalent to the problem of finding a correct 
value of i for which (1.4) holds. (Notice that since the exact number of non- 
neglible parameters is not known, several values of i could possibly 
satisfy ( 1.4).) 
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In this paper, we shall limit ourselves to the case “k = 1.” The procedure 
is to dichotomize the elements of 5 into two groups, such that one group 
perhaps contains the nonnegligible parameter (assuming there is one), and 
the other group does not. Several such dichotomizations lead to a possible 
identification. Let 
A = [a,, a2 ,..., a,]. (1.5) 
To give the parameters equal weighting, we assume the columns ai are nor- 
malized, so that 
a: a, = 1, i = 1, 2 ,..., v. (1.6) 
Some other search procedures for identifying the nonnegligible parameters 
are given in Srivastava [l 11. Some of these involve the idea of choosing the 
i for which the sum of squares for error under (1.4) is minimized. Note that 
such an idea was previously used in the area of selection of variables under 
regression models, a review of which will be found in Thompson [15, 16 3. 
Comparison of the different available procedure will be attempted in future 
communications. 
2. A PROCEDURE FOR DICHOTOMIZATION 
We consider a reparametrization. Let rank(d) = r, and let bi,..., b, be 
vectors of size (Nx 1) which together form an orthogonal basis for the 
column space of A. Let 
a,= i j,bj, 
j= 1 
for i = 1, 2 ,..., v, 
where the pii (i = 1,2 ,..., v; j = 1,2 ,..., r) are real numbers, and let 
B(v x r) = ((Bd = (I& 9 fL.-9 IA)‘, B = (b, ,..., a,), 
lj.= 1 SiBij3 for j = 1, 2 ,..., r, 5’ = (c,, cz ,..., c,). 
i=l 
Hence, 





Further, for all i, the (i, i)-elements of A’A and /I/3’ are equal to 1, in view 
of (1.6). As a result, we have the linear model 
E(y) = A& = (BP’)5 = B& (2.4) 
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Next, we shall define a random variable and construct a test which decides 
to which of two sets the correct nonnegligible parameter belongs. Let 
Q(r x r) be an idempotent matrix. Consider C’QC. In view of (2.3), we have 
Suppose there is exactly one nonzero parameter, say, 5,. Now there is one 
row of fl (say, fi:) which corresponds to 5,. Hence, 
S'QC = t;:@:QSc)~ (2.6) 
Consider the following conditions: 
B:QSi=O, ieZo, (2.7a) 
BiQSi # 0, iEZl, (2.7b) 
where I,, is a subset of the integers { 1,2 ,..., v} and I, = { l,..., v} -I,. If Q 
satisfies these conditions, then from (2.5) we have 
G’QS = 0, if5,=riandiEZ,,, (2.8a) 
L’QS = <%KQPA if<,=ciandiEZ1. (2.8b) 
Let E(O)= {tiliEZo,}, 8(l)= (tiliEZl}. Thus every matrix Q satisfying 
(2.7a,b) “dichotomizes” the set of parameters ti (i= 1, 2,..., v) into two sub- 
sets, Z(0) and z( 1). Let 
IZOI = vo, IZ,l = Vl, (2.9) 
so that v. + vi = v. Let A(O)(v, x r) be a submatrix of /I whose rows are the 
vectors fll, with io Ia. Also, let A( l)( vi x r) be the submatrix of /I consisting 
of rows of b not in d(0). Let A =/I from this point on; the reason for the 
dual notation is to avoid occasional clumsiness. We observe that the 
following two conditions are equivalent: 
Let 
BiQBi = 0, for itzZo, (2.10a) 
the column space of Q(l x r) is orthogonal to the row 
space of A(0). (2.10b) 
rank(A(0)) = rO. (2.11) 
We will consider matrices A(0) for which r,, 6 (r - l), since r. = r would 
imply A(0) = A, which would not lead to any nontrivial dichotomy. Let 
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{$.., < co} be an orthonormal basis of R(d(O)), the row space of d(O), and 
let {c?,..., cF,-,) > be an orthonormal basis of Z?(d(O)), the subspace of the 
r-dimensional real space which is orthogonal to the row space of d(0). 
Now we can represent the rows of d as follows: 
pi = [tqjcy + . . . + e~&J, forjel,, (2.12a) 
Sj= Cel,jcl + “’ + e(r-ro),jC(r-ro) 
+ qjcy + ’ ” + eF~,jcF~l, forjoZl, (2.12b) 
where the 8’s are real numbers. To ensure that for each j E I, there is a least 
one nonzero 13, in the set {6,,j, 02,j,..., 19+,~~,~}, we further require that 
d(1) does not contain any row in the row space of d(0). Thus, from now 
on we shall always assume that d(1) and d(0) satisfy the following con- 
ditions: 
d(0) is a (vex r) submatrix of A (or /I) with 
rank r. 6 (r - I), (2.13a) 
A(1) contains all rows of A not in A(O), and 
simultaneously A( 1) is such that it does not contain any 
vector belonging to the row space of d(0). (2.13b) 
Define: 
Q,=(C*C; +e,c;+ .*- +c~,-,)c;,~,)). (2.14) 
Clearly Qc is an (r x r) symmetric, idempotent matrix of rank (r - ro). Let 
tl,=o, jcl,, i= 1,2 ,..., (r-ro). (2.15) 
Thus from (2.12) and (2.13) we have 
Also, 
P;B,=(‘froSG+ 2 (8z)2)=1, forj=1,2 ,..., v. (2.16) 
i= 1 i=l 
Let 
B,‘QcPj=Q if joZo, (2.17a) 
r - ro 
$,lQcPj= C ei, ifjoZI. (2.17b) 
i=l 
so thatO<Zj< l,j~Z~. (2.18) 
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Thus the matrix Q, satisfies (2.7a,b). Hence (2.8a, b) gives 
5’QcS = 0, if<,=tiandtiEZ(0), (2.19a) 
S’QcS = lit:, if~,=5iand5,EZ(1). (2.19b) 
As a result the correct nonnegligble parameter can be placed in either Z(0) 
or Z( 1) depending on whether (&‘Q,&) is zero or positive. Of course we 
cannot compute ({‘Q&) exactly since c is not known. We shall therefore 
construct a random variable which contains information about the value of 
(S’QA. 
Assume now that o2 is known. Since 5 = B’E(y), it seems natural to con- 
sider w  = (y’BQ,B’y)/o 2. Since (BQ,B’) is idempotent of rank (Y - rO), we 
then have 
w-x2((r - ro), A), (2.20) 
where 
2 = ([IE(Y)I’I~)(BQ,B’)(CE(Y)I’/~) = (CQ,W2> (2.21) 
where x2(s, A) denotes the x2 distribution with s degrees of freedom and 
noncentrality parameter 1. Thus 
E(w) = (r - ro), if 5, = ti and ti E Z(O), (2.22a) 
E(W)=(r-r,)+ (lirf)/C*y ifc,=tiand rife. (2.22b) 
We can thus use w  to decide whether t;, is in E(0) or E( 1). The above 
development leads to the following result which can be proved easily along 
well-known lines. 
THEOREM 2.1. Consider a matrix Q satisfying (2.19) and the 
corresponding dichotomy E(O), E( 1) of the parameter set. A uniformly, most 
powerful (invariant and unbiased) a-level test of the hypothesis H,: 5, E E(0) 
versus the hypothesis H, : <, E Z( 1) is to reject H, if and only if the observed 
value of w is greater than Xt(r- rO, 0), which is the lOOa% point of 
x2(’ - ro, 0). 
The above, therefore, provides a method for classifying the nonnegligible 
parameter into one of two sets Z(0) or E(l), which together constitute a 
mutually exclusive and exhaustive partition of the parameter set. 
There is an important further consideration. Since we have no a priori 
reason to favor either Ho or H,, we want the probabilities of type I and 
type II error to be equal. Let g be a number such that if the acceptance 
region of Ho (i.e., rejection region of H,) is taken as (w < g), then we have 
Prob(w<gg(H,)=P(w>glH,). (2.23) 
683/16&4 
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Clearly then, g will be a function of both the degrees of freedom (r - tO) 
and the noncentrality parameter I, so that we can write g = g(1, r - r,,) = 
g(n), when the value of (r - rO) is implicitly understood. Below, we show 
how to obtain g(l) for a given 1, when r - r,, = 1, using tables of the com- 
ulative d.f. of the normal distribution (which are widely available). Let @ 
denote the cumulative distribution function for the standard normal dis- 
tribution. 
Let Z, = iV(0, o’), and W, = Zig*. Then 
Prob( W, < g) = P( - (g)‘/* ,< Z& < (g) ‘I*) 
=@((g)“2)-@(-(g)1’2). (2.24) 
Let Z, NN(I~/~~,, a2), and W, = Zi/a2wX2(,S1J, with il= 1,<f/a2. Then 
Prob(W,>,g)=~(-~-~)+~(-~+J;i). (2.25) 
In view of (2.23), we get 
1-2~(-~)=~(-~-~)+~(-~+~). (2.26) 
For a fixed value of A, the function (I- 2@( -&)) increases strictly 
monotonically from 0 to 1 as g increases from 0 to 0~). Also, the function 
M-&$)+@Fl/i+Jl;iN is strictly monotonically decreasing 
from 1 to 0 as g goes from 0 to co. Thus, given any I, there is always a uni- 
que solution for g in (2.26). To find it, define (for all real g, in [IO, co]) the 
function 
@*(g,,I)=Prob(w<g,jH,)-Prob(wag(H,). (2.27) 
Then, for any A (i.e., &,) @* is strictly increasing from (- 1) to (+ 1), and 
has only one zero (for g,= g) in the interval[O, co]. Also, @* can be easily 
evaluated using the tables for @ which are commonly available. Hence g 
can be found by any of the conventional methods. For example, one way 
(which is quite fast) is to start with two initial values (say, g, and g2) such 
that @*(A) < 0 < @*(A). Now, interpolate between g, and g,, and 
obtain a value g,. If @*(A) < 0, interpolate next between g, and g2, and 
if @*(A) > 0, do the same between g, and g,. Continue the process until 
a satisfactory approximation is obtained. Table I below gives the value of 
m and Prob( W, < glH,) (which equals Prob (w, > g(H,)) for a few 
values of &. 
If (r-y,,) > 2, which is possible but less likely in applications, then a 
procedure similar to be above can be devised. The quantity 
(l-2@ - &)) will still be needed, and can be computed using only the 
tables for @. However, Prob(w >, g,JH,) will involve x2 (I - rO, A), the 
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d 0.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
JiGi 0.68 0.72 0.84 1.23 1.68 2.15 
Prob 0.50 0.47 0.40 0.22 0.093 0.032 
tables of whose c.d.f. will be needed (and which are not commonly 
available). On the other hand, if such tables are available, then a procedure 
very similar to that outlined can be followed, since @* can (by similar 
arguments) be seen to be strictly monotonic increasing with respect to g. 
Finally, consider the case when C? is unknown, but an estimator d2 is 
available, such that (d*/o*) has a (central) x2 distribution, and is indepen- 
dent of the distribution of w. Define F= (y’BQ,B’y)/a*. Then, clearly, 
under H,, F has the central-F distribution, and under Hi, F has a noncen- 
tral-F distribution. Also, the test for H, versus H, in this case may be taken 
to be to accept H,, (and reject Hi) if and only if F exceeds some given num- 
ber g*(say). The criterion of impartial testing would again be applicable, 
and we could choose g* such that 
Prob(F< g*IH,,) = Prob(F>, g*IH,). (2.28) 
The value of g* can be obtained by considering the function @** (defined 
for all g,* in [O,oo )) given by 
@**( g$, A) = Prob(F< g,*IH,,) - Prob(F> g$lH,), (2.29) 
noticing that it is strictly monotonic in g,* (with a unique zero at g*), 
which is found by proceeding as before, but using the tables of the c.d.f. of 
the central- and noncentral-F distributions involved above. Note that when 
r - r. = 1, the tables of the c.d.f. of the central and noncentral t-distribution 
will be sufficient. 
Throughout the rest of this paper, unless otherwise stated, we shall 
assume that C* is known. 
3. THE SEARCH PROCEDURE 
In this section, we shall present some search decision rules, especially for 
application to problems arising in 2” factorial designs. However, the theory 
is applicable in much more general situations. 
We consider dichotomies again. Let r - r. = r,. Notice that a dichotomy 
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is defined by the basis vectors of d(O), namely, (cy,..., I$‘}. It is also 
equivalently defined by the set (c,, c, ,..., c,,}. The vectors ci (i= 1, 2 ,..., ri) 
will be referred to as a set of “dichotomy vectors” corresponding to the 
dichotomy under consideration. 
Consider now a class C of m dichotomies D,, D2,..., D,. The dichotomy 
Di (i = 1, 2,..., m) corresponds to a partition of A into two mutually 
exclusive and exhaustive submatrices AJO) and Ai such that the rows of 
Ai do not belong to the row space of Ai( These dichotomies taken 
together divide the set of the v rows of A into 2” subsets A(u,, u2 ... u,), 
where ui = 0 or 1, i = 1, 2 ,..., m, and where those subsets may or may not be 
empty. The set C will be said to be complete if each set A(u, u2.. . u,) has at 
most one element in it. Furthermore, the set C is said to be perfect if each of 
the A(u, u2. . . u,) contains exactly one element; in this case, clearly, we 
must have v = 2”. 
Henceforth, in this paper, we shall restrict ourselves to the case when v is 
of the form 2”. The case when v is not of this form can be approached by 
the machinery of the last section by making use of another concept, 
namely, sequential dichotomization; this will be discussed elsewhere. 
A dichotomy is said to be balanced if it divides A(v x r) into two sub- 
matrices A(0) and A(l), where the number of rows in A(0) and the number 
of rows in A(1) differ by at most 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let v = 2”. A set of dichotomies C = {D,, . . . . D,,,} is per- 
fect if and only if each Di is balanced. 
Proof: Suppose Di is not balanced. Let Di be the dichotomy 
{Ado), A,(l)}. Th en either Ai or Ai has more than 2”-’ rows in it, 
which cannot be split into sets of one each by the remaining (m - 1) 
dichotomies. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A(v x r) be a matrix with rank r, and v = 2’. A 
necessary and sufficient condition that there exists a perfect set of 
dichotomies for the matrix A is that A’ be of the form 
A’ = GK,, (3.1) 
where G is an (r x r) nonsingular matrix, and where K, is an (r x 2’) matrix 
which has exactly one column having nonzero elements in any given set of v  
coordinates (0 < v i r) and having zero elsewhere. 
Proof: Let C= {DI, D2,,.., D,} be a perfect set of dichotomies where Di 
(i = 1, 2,..., r) partitions A into Ai(0) and Ai( Then each of the 2’ sets 
(fir= 1 AAU)lU=O or 1 } has exactly one row of A. Hence, the following 
applies for each i= 1,2,.., r. Let hi be the row in the set {Ai( n 
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{ nj d,(wj = 1, z..., r; j # i)}. Let S = (h,, hz,..., h,}. Then {S- hi} c Ai 
and hiE Ai( 1). Thus hi is not in the space generated by {S-hi}. But this 
means that S consists of linearly independent vectors which form a basis 
for the row space of A. Thus Ai(O) consists of {S-hi} c A, and (2r-’ - 
(r - 1)) other vectors, which are rows of A and are in the space of {S- hi). 
Also, Ai( 1) consists of 2’- ’ vectors which are rows of A and are of the form 
(ah, + h) where “a” is a nonzero constant and b is in the space of {S - hi} 
with b & 0. Let x be a column of A’; then there exist real numbers 
m,, m2,..., m, such that x=m,h,+ ... +m,h,. From the preceding we 
know that x E Ai if and only if mi = 0, and x E Ai( 1) if and only if mi # 0. 
Combining these for i= 1,2 ,..., r, we find that x E n;=, Ai(uI, u2 ,..., u,) if 
and only if mi is zero or nonzero according as ui is 0 or 1. Now we have 
ui= 0 or 1, for i = 1,2,..., r, so that there are 2’ cases. Thus there exist 2’ 
vectors (m,, m2,..., m,), one corresponding to each x E A’, such that there is 
exactly one vector having nonzero element(s) in any given set of u coor- 
dinates (0 <u < r), and zero elsewhere. Clearly, these vectors are the 
columns, in some order, of the matrix K, of this theorem, and the vectors 
(h,, b,..., h,) are the columns of the matrix G. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.2.1. The dichotomy vectors corresponding to a perfect set 
of dichotomies are linearly independent. 
Proof. Obvious. 
We shall now present decision rules for searching the nonnegligible 
parameter when v is of the form 2” and a perfect set of dichotomies 
(D,, Dz,..., D,) exists. We follow the notation of the last theorem. Thus, let 
{h,, h2,..., h,} be a set of vectors such that Ai is generated by {S-hi}. 
For (j = I,..., m), let dj(r x 1) be a normalized vector orthogonal to the 
(m - 1) vectors in the set {S-hi}. Take d, (j= l,..., m) as the dichotomy 
vector corresponding to D,, so that rl = 1 for each j. For (j = 1, 2,..., m), let 
Q, = d,d;, zj = (d; B’y)/o, wj = zi’, 
Then, clearly, for each j, we have 
Wj”X2(1r 3Lj)9 where ,I, = (r’Qjc)/a2, 
(3.2) 
(3.3a) 
E(Wj) = 1, 5, E 40), 
= l + C1jctf)lg2, C,ES(l). 
(3.3b) 
Thus given the matrix A, one can construct the matrix B, the matrix A, and 
the vectors dj. Notice that zj is a linear function of the observations y. 
Below, in (3.4), we present the search decision rule for identifying the non- 
negligible parameter: 
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(i) Compute the quantities wj, j= 1, 2 ,..., n. 
(ii) Select positive constants c1r, a*,..., a,. 
(iii) Define the score vector s’ = (sl, sZ,..., s,), such that for 
all i, si = 0 or 1 according as wi d ai or wi > cl;. 
(iv) The vector s can have 2” distinct values. 
(3.4) 
Consider the decomposition of A’ as at (3.1). Notice that there will be 
exactly one column of K, which will have zeros in exactly the same 
positions as in s; let this column be donoted by k(s). Let the column of A’ 
corresponding to k(s) be denoted by 6(s). Finally, let l, = t,(s) be the 
element of E which corresponds to 6(s). Then under the present search rule 
we take 5, to be the nonnegligible parameter. 
For future reference, we record the above in: 
THEOREM 3.3. When v is of the form 2”, and a perfect set of dichotomies 
exist, then there also exists the search rule, defined by (3,4), for identlyying 
the nonnegligible parameter. 
The above search rule leaves open the choice of the constants 
al, a2,-., a,. In this paper, due to lack of space, we shall not study this 
problem, and we shall work with the case when the ai are all equal to 
(say) a. 
4. EVALUATION OF THE PROBABILITY OF CORRECT SEARCH 
We now consider the “Probability of Correct Search,” i.e., the 
probability that the search rule will lead to the correct nonnegligible 
parameter being identified. For the case v = 2”, and when a perfect set of 
dichotomies exist, this probability is clearly an n-fold integral involving the 
density function of the random variables wl, w2,..., w,, where the limits of 
integration are either 0 to ai or ai to cc for the ith variable, depending on 
whether it is a ‘central or a noncentral chi-square as in (3.3a,b). Since there 
is no restriction on the order in which the dichotomies are constructed or 
labelled, we shall assume that the dichotomies have been numbered such 
that the correct effect corresponds to the first t variables being larger than 
the corresponding constant, and the last (m-t) variables being smaller. 
Then p, the probability of correct search, is given by 
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where f(wr, w*,..., w,) is the joint density of the random variables 
Wl, wz,..., Wm. Now, in view of (3.2), the density f is the m-variate chi- 
square with one degree of freedom. For computation of (4.1) we actually 
use the “accompanying normal distribution.” Define 
(21) z2 ,...) zm)’ = z = (D’B’y)/a, (4.2) 
where D = (d,, d2,..., d,) is the (r x m) matrix, whose column di 
(i = 1, 2,..., m) is the dichotomy vector corresponding to the dichotomy Di. 
From Corollary 3.2.1 we know these dichotomy vectors are linearly 
independent, so that rank (D) = m. Hence, 
z - N,( (D’B’AQ/o; D’D), (4.3) 
where (D’D)ii = didi = 1, and (D’D)ij = d:dj fo i, j= 1,2,..., m. We can 
express the probability of correct search at (4.1) as a linear combination of 
integrals in which the range of integration of each wj is from 0 to aj. This is 
done by the obvious procedure of expressing a range like (~1, co) as the dif- 
ference (0, co) - (0, ~1). This involves 2’ distinct I-fold multiple integrals, 
where (m-t) < I < MI. Under certain conditions, the number of integrations 
can be reduced to (t + 1). We now proceed to achieve this reduction. 
We will call the variables {wl, w2,..., w,} exchangeable with respect to 
W I + 1 ,..‘> w, if, for each 1 (1 < 16 t), the marginal distributions of each of the 
(i) sets of variables {wi,, wi2 ,..., wi,, w,+ 1 ,..., w,} are identical, where 
(iI, i, ,..., i,) is a subset of elements out of ( 1, 2 ,..., t >. The proof of the next 
two results is obvious. Lemma 4 can be easily checked. Also, we need Lem- 
mas 4.2 and 4.3, which are taken, respectively, from Dunnett and Sobel [3] 
and Krishnaiah and Armitage [6,7]. 
Remark 4.1. Given an m-variate normal distribution (z,, z2,..., zm)’ - 
IV@, Z) where Z = ((Ok)) and oii = 1, oii = aii for i, j= 1, 2 ,..., m. Then the 
variables {zl, z2,..., zl> are exchangeable with respect to z, + 1 ,..., z, if 
(i) pI=p2= ... =pz; fzrI1= *..orr, 
(ii) cii = (r12 for j> i; i, j= 1, 2 ,..., t, 
(iii) bii = cl, for i = 1, 2 ,..., t; j= t + l,..., m. 
Remark 4.2. If (z,, z2 ,..., zl} are exchangeable with respect to 
(z,+,5..., zm} in the m-variate normal, and wi= z? (i = 1,2,..., m), then 
{W 1 ,..*, w,} are exchangeable with respect to {w,, I,..., w,> in the 
associated m-variate chi-square. 
LEMMA 4.1. Consider the density f(w,,..., w,) occuring in (4.1). Suppose 
that the first t variables, (w, ,..., wt), are exchangeable with respect to the last 
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(m-t) variables, (w,,~ ,..., w,). Also let u1 =a2 = ... =a,,, =cc. Then the 
value of p at (4.1) is given by 
P=~~[(-l)“(j)(~~,+,_~...~~~_~f(w,+,,...,w,)dwi,l,...,dw,)], 
(4.4) 
where, for all I, f(w,+l ,..., w,) is the marginal density of the variables 
WI+ 1,“‘) w, f 
LEMMA 4.2. Let z have an n-variate normal distribution with mean vector 
c and covariance matrix Z = ((a@)). Let the correlation of (zi, zj) be pipj for 
constants pi, pj; 0~ pi< 1; i, j= 1, 2,..., m; i# j. Let the variables 
vo, VI ,..., v, be independently and identically distributed as the standard nor- 
mal. Define yi = (1 - py)l12 and consider 
ti= [~~~2(yiv~-piVo)+~i] (4.5) 
for i = 1, 2,..., m. Then t and z have the same distribution. 
LEMMA 4.3. Letf(w,, w2 ,..., wt) be the density of an l-variate chi-square 
distribution with associated normal z N N(c(, Z). Then 




$(vo) = h (j”’ [(e-“42)(2a)-1’2] du), 
i-1 4 
(4.7a) 
li= [(-OZ,“2-/ii) O~~“*+~~VO]/~i~ 6i= [(Crj”-/ii) 0,~1’2+piVO]/yip 
(4.7b) 
and where vo- N(0, l), E(z,) = pi, the correlation of (zi, zj) is pipj for con- 
stantspi,pj;O<pi<l, yi=(l-ppi2)“‘fori,j=1,2 ,..., 1. 
Since $(vo) is merely a product of probabilities of independent standard 
normal variables, for given {Ii, Si} (i= 1, 2,..., I), ((/(vo) is readily obtained. 
Also, an approximate integration technique for evaluating j;(e-“2’2) 
(27~)“~ ds, following Hart [4] is useful. For 0 $x 6 0.47, we use a partial 
Taylor series expansion of the form (2-l) C:=,,((-l)k~2k+‘) 
(k!(2k + 1)) - ’ with an error on the order of (lo-’ 1 x). For 0.47 < x < 8, 
use (2-l) (1 -eeX2* RC3,4j(~)) where RC3,4j(~) is a rational approximation. 
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For 8 < x, use $. Then $(x0) is approximated as a product of such integrals. 
The integral (4.6) may be approximated using forty-point Gauss-Hermite 
numerical quadrature, the approximation being extremely good (Secrest 
and Stroud [lo], Davis and Rabinowitz [a]. For a discussion of the 
evaluation of probability integrals of multivariate normal, multivariate chi- 
square, etc., the reader is referred to Krishnaiah [IS]. 
5. INTERFERENCE FOR 2” FACTORIAL SEARCH DESIGNS 
We now illustrate the above theory by an important application to fac- 
torial designs. Consider the model at (l.l), with N= m + 1, v = 2”, and 
k = 1. The vector ti is the set of the 2” factorial effects, and y corresponds 
to the N observations arising out of a set T, such that T consists of N dis- 
tinct treatments chosen out of the set of 2” possible treatment com- 
binations. Clearly, T must be such that (1.2) is satisfied by the 
corresponding A matrix. (A set T with this last property is called a “search 
design”; for more information on various aspects of this subject, see, for 
example, Raktoe, Hedayat, and Federer [8] and references therein.) It is 
well known that the coefficient matrix A equals (m + 1)) ‘/’ A*, where A* 
has all elements equal to either ( + 1) or ( - 1 ), and that (without loss of 
generality), we can assume that the first row of A* has ( + 1) everywhere. 
Furthermore, when A* is in this last mentioned form, then the (m x 2’7 
submatrix of A* obtained by omitting the first row has the property that it 
contains as columns all the 2” possible distinct (m x 1) vectors whose 
elements are ( + 1) or ( - 1). 
Let a; (i= l,..., m) denote the column of A* in which all elements are 
( + I), except that a ( - 1) stands in the row (i + 1). Clearly, we can take B 
(defined at (2.2a)) to be equal to I,,, + 1. Then we have A = (m + 1 )- ‘/‘A*‘. 
For (j= 1,2,..., m), define Dj to be the dichotomy which is such that A;(O) 
is the set of columns of A generated by the a; (i = 1,2,..., m; i # j). It may 
readily be checked that AJO) consists of all columns of A* (multiplied by 
(m + 1)-“2) in which a (- 1) stands in row (j+ 1). Also, AJ 1) corresponds 
to the 2”-’ columns of A * with a ( + 1) in row (j + 1). For this set of 
dichotomies, the dichotomy vectors d, (j= 1,2,..., m) are given by 
where 
d,i = (djly dj2 y...> dj,m + 1 h (5.1) 
L$, = djj = I/$; djk = 0 (k = 2,..., m+ l;k#j). 
It can be verified that the above set of dichotomies is perfect. Since v = 2”, 
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the conditions of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied. Hence, the decision rule given 
at (3.4) is applicable to this problem, and one can use it to identify the 
nonnegligible parameter. 
Since rank(d) = m + 1, and since the jth row of d;(O) (looked upon as a 
matrix of size ((m + 1) x 2”- ‘)) equals (- 1) times the first row, it follows 
that the dimension of the column space of d;(O) is m. Following the 
notation of Section 2, let (cy,..., CL) be an orthogonal basis of the row 
space of d,(O), so that c, = di. Let (1, x1,..., x,)’ be a column of A*, with 
xi= 1. Since the matrix (cy,..., m co ) has only ( + 1) in the first row and only 
( - 1) in the j’* row, it is seen that the value of I corresponding to this 
column of A* (and, hence, corresponding to each column in AJ 1)) equals 
,/m. Thus, th e search rule has the nice property that, in a sense, it 
gives equal weight to all parameters. 
Next, it is obvious that the exchangeability conditions needed in 
Lemma 4.3 are met, so that the probability of correct search under the 
above decision rule can be computed by the methods explained in the last 
section. For future reference elsewhere, we record the above development. 
THEOREM 5.1. Consider a search design Tfor a 2” factorial experiment 
situtation with v = 2”, k = 1, N = m + 1. Then there exists a search decision 
rule for identtfying the (possibly one) nonnegligible parameter, the dichotomy 
vectors being given by (5.1). The rule assigns the same value of lj to each 
parameter 4;. (where Ii is as defined at (2.18)). The probability of correct 
search (say, p) is computable by the method of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, and is 
dependent on t, where t is the number of w’s (in the notation of (3.2)) which 
are greater than the corresponding constant. However, the value of p does not 
depend upon the search design T used, so long as the above decision rule is 
adopted. 
To give an idea of the value of p for some representative cases likely to 
arise in practice, we present Table II where p is tabulated for the possible 
values of t ( =O, l,..:, m), for two values (6, 7) of m, three values (2, 3,4) of 
(&/a), and three values (2, 3,4) of the constant a. 
Considering the size of the population parameters (2’ = 128 and 26 = 64, 
respectively) out of which the single nonnegligible element is to be 
searched, the value of p is quite impressive in most cases. Here, of course, 
the basic assumption is that we do not know of any parameter which may 
be larger than another one, i.e., our ignorance is uniformly distributed. 
When this is not the case, the design T, the search procedure, and the w’s 
could possibly be chosen so as to increase the value of p. Such 
ramifications of the field of work created by this paper will be considered 
elsewhere. 
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TABLE II 
Value of p for Various Cases 
Number of variables wi greater than a 
Critical Parameter 






































0.66 0.58 0.53 
0.61 0.46 0.38 
0.49 0.32 0.24 
0.80 0.82 0.84 
0.90 0.89 0.88 
0.90 0.85 0.81 
0.81 0.83 0.86 
0.93 0.94 0.95 
0.97 0.98 0.98 
(n=6) 
0.68 0.60 0.54 
0.51 0.47 0.39 
0.49 0.33 0.24 
0.83 0.85 0.87 
0.91 0.90 0.88 
0.91 0.86 0.81 
0.83 0.86 0.88 
0.94 0.95 0.96 
0.97 0.98 0.98 
0.49 0.47 0.45 0.44 
0.33 0.29 0.26 0.25 
0.19 0.16 0.14 0.13 
0.86 0.88 0.91 0.94 
0.86 0.86 0.85 0.83 
0.78 0.75 0.73 0.71 
0.88 0.92 0.95 0.99 
0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99 
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